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NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL
   French oil and gas giant Total will be rebranded as TotalEnergies as it shifts some of its

focus towards renewable energy sources. Shareholders voted overwhelmingly in favour of the

move and approved the firm's environmental goals. “Our ambition is to be a

world-class player in the energy transition," declared the company’s chairman

and CEO.

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-57282008  

     Shareholders for Exxon and Chevron voted for measures that could force them to take

more responsibility for their emissions, while a Dutch court is forcing Shell to slash its

pollution. 

   Taken altogether, the actions reflect a growing push for the energy sector to phase out fossil fuels.

Major oil companies had already taken some steps to at least appear to address climate change, but

activists are pushing for more action on a faster timeline to meet the scale of the climate crisis.

https://www.theverge.com/

     President Biden  issued an executive order directing several federal departments and agencies

to analyze the risks climate change poses to the U.S. financial system and federal

government

https://thehill.com/

    A preview of the North American Electric Reliability Corp.'s (NERC) 2021 Summer Reliability

Assessment warns several regions are at risk of energy shortfalls in the case of above-normal

temperatures. Cybersecurity is also a growing concern, according to NERC, in the wake of recent

supply chain compromises.

   In particular, the report warns California will need 11 GW of late-afternoon energy transfers to meet

system demand as solar output declines. Texas, New England and parts of the Midwest could also face

shortages.          

https://www.utilitydive.com/ne 

   Across the globe, cyberattackers are increasingly taking aim at the energy systems that underpin

modern society. A February report from IBM found that the energy industry was the third most

targeted sector for such attacks in 2020, behind only finance and manufacturing. That was up from

ninth place in 2019.

   Despite years of warnings, America’s vast network of pipelines, electric grids and power plants

remains acutely vulnerable to cyberattacks with the potential to disrupt energy supplies for millions of

people.

https://www.nytimes.com/

 

  

 

    Industrial control systems had 893 vulnerability disclosures in 2020, up 25% year-over-

year, according to 2021 data from industrial cybersecurity firm Claroty. Critical manufacturing, energy

— which includes electricity, oil and natural gas — and water and wastewater reported the most

vulnerabilities. 

   This month’s ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline exposed years of under-investment and inaction

that dragged out much needed enhancements to energy, utilities, water and other systems that

desperately needed additional protection against sophisticated nation-state and criminal adversaries. 

   Temple University documented 396 ransomware attacks against critical infrastructure in 2020, up

93% year-over-year: 

https://www.utilitydive.com/

   The EPA relaunched its website tracking climate change indicators in the U.S. for the first

time since the beginning of the former president’s administration. It includes information held back by

the said administration on 54 phenomena associated with climate change, including temperature

increases, flooding, droughts, rising sea levels and ocean acidity. EPA partners with more than 50 data

contributors from various government agencies, academic institutions, and other organizations in

developing the climate change indicators. Each indicator was peer reviewed by independent experts. 

(More in Data below)

 

   The Party of “No”: Republicans continue to express concern regarding the clean transportation

portions of the infrastructure and jobs plan, arguing that the administration wants to take away

consumer choice and leave the country dependent on China for transportation and manufacturing.

 

   

 CLIMATE EMERGENCY/ENVIRONMENT  

   According to a new study from a French-led research team, the rate of ice loss from glaciers has

accelerated for the first two decades of the 21st century, and there’s every reason to expect that

trend will continue. 

https://www.extremetech.com/

   The World Bank estimates that climate change will be responsible for as many as 132

million people being in extreme poverty by 2030 (“Living on $1.90/day”).

https://cleantechnica.com/

    

https://www.sciencenews.org/

   A  report by the Australia-based philanthropic Minderoo Foundation revealed that only 20

companies are responsible for producing 55% of all the single-use plastic waste. The

companies are mainly multinational corporations made up of energy and chemical giants that have

contributed more than half of the 130 million metric tons of single-use plastic that was thrown away in

2019.

The report, titled Plastic Waste Makers Index, also warned that the production of single-use plastic

is set to increase about 30 percent in the next half-decade.

https://www.ecowatch.com/

   Nations around the world would need to immediately stop approving new coal-fired power

plants and new oil and gas fields and quickly phase out gasoline-powered vehicles if they want

to avert the most catastrophic effects of climate change according to the International Energy Agency.

The Agency issued a detailed road map of what it would take for the world’s nations to slash carbon

dioxide emissions to net zero by 2050. That would very likely keep the average global temperature from

increasing 1.5 Celsius above pre-industrial levels — the threshold beyond which scientists say the Earth

faces irreversible damage.

  This is the first time the International Energy Agency has outlined ways to accomplish such drastic

cuts in emissions. That’s significant, given the fact that the influential agency is not an environmental

group but an international organization that advises world capitals on energy policy.

https://www.nytimes.com/

 

  

RENEWABLE ENERGY
   The role of petroleum in shaping global geopolitics is well understood. Ever since

oil became essential to world transportation— and so to the effective functioning of

the world’s economy—it has been viewed for obvious reasons as a “strategic”

resource.

Faced with the prospect of inadequate or hard-to-access supplies of critical mineral

materials, energy strategists are already calling for major efforts to develop new

sources in as many locations as possible. “Today’s supply and investment plans for many

critical minerals fall well short of what is needed to support an accelerated deployment of solar

panels, wind turbines and electric vehicles,” according to the International Energy Agency (EIA)

Furthermore, there is no way the United States or other countries can undertake a massive

transition from fossil fuels to a renewables-based economy without engaging economically with

China. While efforts will be made to reduce the degree of that reliance, there’s no realistic prospect

of eliminating dependence on China for rare earths, lithium, and other key materials in the

foreseeable future.

There’s little choice but for Washington and Beijing to collaborate with each other and so many

other countries in accelerating the green energy transition by establishing new mines and

processing facilities for critical minerals, developing substitutes for materials in short supply,

improving mining techniques to reduce environmental hazards, and dramatically increasing the

recycling of vital minerals from discarded batteries and other products.

https://www.thenation.com/   (Related below in Solar) 

   More Compact and Efficient Vertical Turbines Could Be the Future for Wind Farms: Traditional

propeller wind turbines could be replaced in the future with wind farms

containing more compact and efficient vertical turbines. According to  the

research team from the School of Engineering, Computing and Mathematics

(ECM) at Oxford Brookes University, wind farms can perform more

efficiently by substituting the traditional propeller-type Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines

(HAWTs), for compact Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs). 

https://scitechdaily.com/ ( Farm of Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. Credit: Oxford Brookes University)

     Solar

      A Swiss start-up has created a

containerized movable PV system that is

designed to be easily relocated to allow the

use of solar energy in locations where a

fixed installation is not an option. The solution is based on a

racking technology which can include two racks able to host up to

30 solar panels.

https://www.pv-magazine.com/

    Solar module prices have risen 18% since the start of the year after falling by 90% over the

previous decade. The reversal was fueled by a quadrupling in the cost of the key raw material

polysilicon. Polysilicon, an ultra-refined form of silicon, is one of the most abundant materials on Earth

that’s commonly found in beach sand. As the solar industry geared up to meet an expected surge in

demand for modules, makers of polysilicon were unable to keep up. Prices for the purified metalloid

have touched $25.88 a kilogram, from $6.19 less than a year ago, according to PVInsights.

https://www.aljazeera.com/

     Solar power generation requires twice as much copper as coal-fired electricity, according to a report

by the International Energy Agency (IEA), mainly because of the electricity transmission properties

exhibited by the metal, especially in subterranean and subsea power lines, where it is preferred to the

aluminum widely deployed in overhead lines.

   The EIA minerals supply chain report has highlighted the solar industry’s dependence on copper.

Global reserves of the metal are not expected to come under the extreme pressures expected of other

raw materials. However, as  the IEA’s The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions document

has pointed out plans to diversify copper mining with projects in Peru, the Democratic Republic of Congo

(DRC) and Mongolia will do little to dent China’s domination of the next stage of the copper

supply chain: processing the element.

https://www.pv-magazine-india.com/

     NREL is set to release the results of a multi-year, $1.8 million effort to automate the solar

permitting process this month.

   SolarAPP+, developed by NREL with funding from DOE and a group of industry partners including

Tesla, SunPower and Sunrun, will provide solar contractors nationwide with a standardized, automated

permitting process for residential installations,

https://www.utilitydive.com/

    A French-Canadian research team has recently developed a micrometer-scale triple-junction III-

V solar cell for applications in concentrated photovoltaics (CPV).  The device is based on indium

gallium phosphide (InGaP), indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) and germanium (Ge) and has an active

area of only 0.089 mm2. The cells have not  been included in real modules yet. 

https://www.pv-magazine-india.com/

 Green Hydrogen 

      As part of Germany’s long-term strategy to make hydrogen a cornerstone of its

energy transition, the federal ministries for economic affairs and energy (BMWi) and

of transport and digital infrastructure (BMVI) have selected 62 large-scale projects that are to be

funded as part of a joint EU investment in hydrogen technology.

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/

     In the pursuit to make the green hydrogen cost competitive, HyDeal Los Angeles, a green hydrogen

initiative, aims to bring the cost of H2 fuel to $1.50/kg by 2030. At that price, to achieve 100%

renewable energy, blended electricity from a hydrogen-fueled turbine and long term low cost wind and

solar PPAs could run about $35/MWh.

https://www.utilitydive.com/

 

Energy Storage    

     Multiple news sources are reporting that Tesla has begun using lithium-iron

phosphate (LFP) battery cells in its Megapack grid-scale storage systems.

LFP has some advantage and disadvantages when compared to the traditional nickel cobalt aluminum

(NCA) or nickel, manganese, cobalt (NMC) batteries typically used to power electric cars. The

advantages include not using nickel or cobalt, both of which are going up in price as the demand for

electric cars accelerates. In addition, mining cobalt has significant environmental and humanitarian

issues. Leaving those elements out helps lower the cost of manufacturing battery cells.

The downside is that LFP batteries are less energy dense

than traditional battery cells.

https://cleantechnica.com/

  Scientists at Harvard University have created a new

design for lithium-metal, solid-state batteries that should

avoid the formation of dendrites that grow into the

electrolyte. The batteries can be charged and

discharged at least 10,000 times and could

potentially recharge electric vehicles within 10 to 20

minutes.

https://www.pv-magazine-australia.com/

Fossil Fuels

     While most states pursue ways to boost renewable energy, Wyoming is

doing the opposite with a new program aimed at propping up the dwindling coal

industry by suing other states that block exports of Wyoming coal and cause

Wyoming coal-fired power plants to shut down.

   The law signed April 6 by Republican Gov. Mark Gordon creates a $1.2 million fund for an initiative

that marks the latest attempt by state leaders to help coal in the state that accounts for the bulk of U.S.

coal production, which is down by half since 2008.

https://apnews.com/article/

 

NORTH-EAST      

 

New York

  After a recent adjustment of the rules for the state's energy storage deployment program by the New

York Public Service Commission’s (PSC), five utilities have submitted revised deployment plans

reflecting a relaxed timeline. The new plans would have utilities seeking bids to install and operate

at least a combined 350 MW of energy storage projects by December 31, 2025, rather than the state's

original 2022 deadline. The utilities will also sign dispatch rights contracts for up to 10 years with

project developers, up from the original seven-year maximum contract terms. 

https://www.utilitydive.com/

 

  

Connecticut

   Connecticut’s Senate has passed a bill targeting the deployment of 1,000 MW of energy

storage by the end of 2030, which when signed into law by the state’s governor will make it the

eighth state jurisdiction in the US so far to introduce either a target or mandate for energy storage.

https://www.energy-storage.news/

Massachusetts

   Biden administration granted a final approval to the nation’s first large-scale offshore wind farm,

about 15 miles off the coast of Martha’s Vineyard, Mass. The project is  expected to generate 800

megawatts of electricity,  enough to power about 400,000 homes.

https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com

    Vineyard Wind CEO told reporters the manufacturing of many of the project's components will

need to be done outside of the U.S., since the U.S. lacks the supply chain to do so. But he

hoped the announcement could spur necessary investment.

   The final approval was quickly condemned by the Responsible Offshore Development Alliance, a

coalition of fishing industry groups and fishing companies, which said the administration ignored its

recommendations to mitigate adverse impacts on the industry

https://www.politico.com/newsletters/

 New Jersey

    The sale of Public Service Enterprise Group's (PSEG) solar portfolio is part of a larger strategy, one

that has the New Jersey-based power company betting big on another source of renewable

energy – offshore wind turbines.

    PSEG had agreed to sell its 467 MW dc Solar Source. The package includes 25 solar facilities.

   The sale of the fossil fuel plants, along with its solar facilities, is part of a larger plan to exit the

business of operating merchant plants that produce electricity for the much more volatile and lightly

regulated competitive market.

   Instead, PSEG is opting to go back to a more traditional model as a regulated electric and gas utility,

with more predictable, steady returns but far less volatility.

   PSEG is also doubling down on the three nuclear plants in New Jersey it owns outright in one case

and shares ownership with Exelon in two others. The plants play a key role, both in producing the

majority of New Jersey's carbon free power and in helping PSEG meet the state's carbon emissions

goals.

https://www.utilitydive.com

 Rhode Island 

   Agilitas Energy has announced plans to install a 3 MW/9 MWh battery energy storage project for

the Pascoag Utility District in Rhode Island, replacing a more costly transmission line

reconstruction project. 

The lithium-ion battery, set to be commercially operable by the second quarter of 2022, will be

used for peak shaving during summer months. In other times, the battery will be used to provide

ancillary service to ISO-New England. 

According to the Pascoag Utility District, installing the battery will cost $1.4 million, compared to

transmission line repairs that would have cost between $6 million and $12 million.

The district, which serves about 4,800 customers, is largely powered by two feeder lines connected

to National Grid. However, in recent years, those lines have reached their thermal limit during

summer peaks, leaving the possibility of a load shut down.

https://www.utilitydive.com/

 

 DATA
   Renewable electricity expanded at fastest pace

in two decades, with huge additions of solar and wind

becoming the ‘new normal’ going forward. According to

the International Energy Agency’ s (IEA)  latest market

update, the amount of renewable electricity capacity

added in 2020 rose by 45% in 2020 to 280 gigawatts

(GW), the largest year-on-year increase since 1999. The

trend is projected to continue.

https://www.iea.org/

  

   Drought is tightening its grip on the West, and that could spell fresh trouble for the

region’s power grids.

   California's governor extended a drought emergency declaration to cover 41 of the state's 58

counties.

https://www.axios.com/

    From the US Energy Information Agency (EIA) May 2021 Forecasts:

Electricity consumption in the United States will increase by 2.2% in 2021 after falling 3.9% in

2020.

The share of electric power generated from natural gas in the United States will average 35% in

both 2021 and 2022, down from 39% in 2020.

Planned additions to U.S. wind and solar generating capacity in 2021 and 2022 will contribute to

rising electricity generation from those sources.

The U.S. electric power sector added 14.8 gigawatts (GW) of new wind capacity in 2020.

15.9 GW of new wind capacity will come online in 2021 and 5.2 GW in 2022. Utility-scale solar

capacity rose by an estimated 10.5 GW in 2020.

Added utility-scale solar capacity is expected at 15.7 GW and 15.9 GW for 2021 and 2022,

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/

    Released to the public by the EPA, after a four year hiatus, Climate Change Indicators in

the United States show

Global Temperature - 2016 was the warmest year on record, 2020 was the second warmest, and

2001-2020 were  the warmest  two decades on record since 1880, when thermometer-based

observations began.

Arctic Sea Ice - The September 2020 sea ice extent was the second smallest on record. It was

more than 900,000 square miles less than the historical 1981–2010 average for that month—a

difference three and a half times the size of Texas.

Ice Sheets - Since 1992, Greenland and Antarctica have both lost ice overall, each one losing more

than 100 billion metric tons of ice per year on average and accounting for about one-third of

observed global sea level rise between 2006 and 2015.

Heat Waves in U.S. Cities - Heat waves are occurring more often across the United States. Their

frequency has increased steadily, from an average of two heat waves per year during the 1960s to

six per year during the 2010s.

U.S. Sea Level - Sea level (relative to the land) rose along much of the U.S. coastline between

1960 and 2020, particularly the Mid-Atlantic coast and parts of the Gulf Coast, where some

stations registered increases of more than 8 inches.

Coastal Flooding – Tidal flooding is becoming more frequent at most locations along the East and

Gulf Coasts. 

Length of the Growing Season – The average length of the growing season in the contiguous 48

states increased by more than two weeks since the beginning of the 20th century.

Marine Species Distribution — In conjunction with warming ocean waters, many marine species off

U.S. coasts are shifting northward and are moving to deeper waters. Shifts have occurred among

several economically important fish and shellfish species. 

Check it out yourself:

Discover EPA's indicators

Climate Indicators Explorer

Community Connections StoryMap

Indicators Overview StoryMap

 

https://www.epa.gov/

 

 

OF INTEREST
     Using Department of Energy laboratories, scientists learned at the atomic level that a liquid-

like motion in perovskites may explain how they efficiently produce electric currents.

   They  explained that when light hits a photovoltaic material, it excites electrons, prompting them to

“pop out” of their atoms and move through the material, conducting electricity. One problem is that the

excited electrons can recombine with the atoms instead of traveling through the material. This can cut

the amount of electricity produced relative to the amount of sunlight that hits the material.

   Perovskites do well at preventing this recombination, the scientists said. Their work aimed to uncover

what mechanism causes this and how more efficient solar cells can be developed.

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/

     Researchers at the Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, have developed a concept for a

rechargeable battery based on cement—a

concept that they suggest could one day turn

buildings into giant energy storage facilities.
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   The concept involves a cement-based mixture, with

small amounts of short carbon fibres added to

increase the conductivity and flexural toughness.

Then, embedded within the mixture is a metal-coated

carbon fibre mesh – iron for the anode, and nickel for the cathode. After much experimentation, this is

the prototype which the researchers now present.   

https://www.chalmers.se/

The Reads

 

    The United States cannot reach its

GHG reduction targets if our urban

areas continue to grow as they have

in the past. After decades of sprawl, the U.S. has the dubious honor of being a world leader in both

building-related energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled per capita. Making matters worse,

lower-density development also pollutes our water and requires higher relative emissions during the

initial construction.

https://www.brookings.edu/research/

 

  

 

 

 

 

The New York Solar Energy Society (NYSES)

a chapter of the American Solar Energy Society (ASES)

prepares consumer knowledge handouts about energy conservation and renewable energy and distributes Green

Energy Times, a resource publication, to the public throughout eastern New York State. NYSES analyses legislation

and state programs and visits with the staff of legislators in New York City, New York State and in Washington,

DC.NYSES NYSES is a volunteer, grassroots, membership organization serving the children,

families, engineers, architects and teachers of New York State since 2007.

Our Mission: 

To encourage the understanding and use of solar energy technologies through public outreach, to be a

source of sound technical knowledge and to provide a forum to address critical regional and state issues

relating to solar energy solutions. We address the energy usage of all segments of society by increasing

awareness of the benefits of renewables: solar, wind, biomass, geothermal ground source, tidal/wave

energy and energy efficiency.

 

For more information, please contact:

 

New York Solar Energy Society

5270 Sycamore Avenue, BX NY 10471

www.nyses.org

917 974 4606

 

Join and Support NYSES -- http://nyses.org/Main/Join

By renewing your membership and/or making one time or periodic donations, you can help

to sustain and expand the efforts and activities of the New York Solar Energy Society.

 

 

Contribute on line  via NYSES website www.nyses.org 

or mail check to the address above

Thank you!

Please send your comments/suggestions via Contact-Us

The Board of Directors of the New York Solar Energy Society meets on the fourth Tuesday of each month

via teleconference. Please contact-us if you wish to attend.
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